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Millimeter wave radiation has been generated from FETs, integrated with printed 
circuit antennas, and illuminated with picosecond optical pulses. Sidebands on the 
millimeter waves were obtained by applying a swept RF modulation to the FET gate. 
Heterodyne detection and display demonstrates continuously tunable radiation from 
45 GHz to 75 GHz. 
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New Technique Using 
3 Terminal Devices 

FETs and HEMTs. integrated with printed 
circuit antennas. are used to generate 
millimeter wave radiation, 
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P- opticpl pulses used to generate 
electrical pulses (in devkes) which drive 
antennas. D.vice knpedMce is reduced 
to c l 0  ohm. 

Electrical modulation is applied to transmitter 
gate. Modulation k a propagating 
sideband on optically generated carrier. 

Millimeter wave power large enough to be 
detected using heterodyne techniques. 

Millimeter Wave Radiation Comb GaMrated 
With Cwtiil Pulse Train 

Pulsed MiUimeler Wave Radiation Experimentsl Set-up 
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Radiation at 61 GHz is shown 

RadiaWn measured from 45 GHz to 75 GHz. 
Components spaced at modeloddng 
frequency (76 MHz). 

Estimated average power is >lo0 nW. 

Radiation detected in real time using 
heterodyne detection. 
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-0ptlcally generated carrler IS at 61 GHZ 

- Eleclrtcally generated sidebands are at 
14 0 MH2 0 dBm of electrical signal 
applied lo transmitting FE1 gale 

*Using this technique lnlormal~on can be 
pul on the carrier via electrical gate 
modulation 

TWUM.. CW. Mllllm*er Wave R.d.tlon 

CW Millimeter Wave Radiation 

DI.Lur rrpa- 

-Three lerminal d e w s  and pu"d optlcel 
pulses used to generate mil imtw wave radlatm 

'Three lerminal devlces and cw l a w s  
used lo generate mlllimter wave radlatan 

*Millimeter wave power large " u g h  to be detected 
in real time using heterodyne techniques 

*Gate terminal eiecmcally modulated and thus 
@aces sideband moduiatm on oplkal camer 

*Performance of transmilter can be both 
charactenzed and optinnzed 
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